Fabrication

Willbanks Metals has been saving the day by meeting the industries’
fabrication needs for over thirty years. Like the Man of Steel himself, we
are capable of turning any of our wide selection of stocked steel into the
product you need. And with our super-hero like dedication to your project,
rest assured your job will be finished on time and on budget.
Shearing
Willbanks has five shears that make shearing fast and supple- they
can cut up to ½” thick and 240” long- faster than a speeding train.
Forming
With the ultimate combination of Willbanks knowledge and power
– WMI makes forming complex bends simple. Our 6 CNC Press
brakes have a maximum capacity up to 1000 tons x 288” long.
Punching/Drilling
Wham! Bam! Willbanks is always there to meet your exact
specifications for punching and drilling steel.
Cutting
Our new Bystronic 4025 Laser cuts steel- and with its 98” x 252”
table, we’re the #1 super-power in the Southwest that can handle
that much raw laser power. For precise, clean cuts- look no further
than our Fineline 2000 Thermal Torch to cut metal up to 2 ¼” thick.
Your Willbanks heroes have yet another super-power- they can
flame-cut at depths of 6 inches with parameters up to forty feet
long using our Airco Oxy-Fuel Cutting System.
Rolling
Superman might be able to bend steel, but can he do it to your
specifications? With three different sized plate rolls we are able to
get your job done with minimal lead-time.
Plate Rolling: (cylinders, shells, cones, pipes and tanks)
New Even Bigger Plate Roll
A36 up to 2-1/2” thick x 120” wide
Other Grades Up to 4” thick x 120” width
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